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of their positions, I think they
the Capitol.
are still great leaders in this
club.”
See all our coverage at
Park was also asked if
observer.ilymcayg.org he thought that everyone was
given a fair chance at winning
the election Friday night.
We will also be publish“I think everyone had
ing two more editions a fair chance at their campaigns. Everyone gave a
of THE OBSERVER print great speech and advertised
edition, one on Satur- really well,” Park said.
However, it’s tough to
day and one Sunday.
*Standard text message rates apply.
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tell if the election was re- to estimate his spendings, so
ally fair because of Gover- he did. These forms require
exact amounts of money received and spent.
Also, Park spent the
most amount of money in a
category titled “other” and
did not specify exactly how
the funds were spent. This
form required that the candidate explain how the money
Sofie Defino,
was spent in the “other” category.
Co-Editor
In addition, based on
the information Park supplied
nor Park’s campaign funding on his form, the total amount
problem.
of money spent was incorCandidate financial dis- rect.
closures, which detail the
Park commented on
campaign spending of each this investigation.
candidate, were due on
“At the time of the due
Thursday, March 19, 2015. date, my advisors were still
Governor Park failed to turn out buying things for my
his in on time.
campaign, so I did not have
A reliable eyewitness exact numbers yet. Naturally,
saw Park filling out his finan- I told my advisor that I was
cial form Friday afternoon,
continued on page 2
which is past the required
GOVERNOR AND SEC. OF STATE
due date. The eyewitness inFAIL TO RELASE FILES
formed Park that it was fine
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Editorial: House and Senate Governor and Sec. of State fail to release files
should maintain prayer
continued from page 1

This weekend, mul- ly what is actually done
tiple delegates have dis- by legislatures, lobbyists,
cussed whether there press, and all other posishould no longer be prayer, tions.
or any religious activity, at
The House and SenY&G events.
ate both open and close
During a large with prayer, so it would
group discussion in which only make sense to emuanonymity was promised, late what they do.
delegates said because
I believe that right
not everyone is a Christian now, the current procein the program, religious dures regarding prayer
activities should be discon- are more than acceptable.
tinued.
However, a possible soluAnother
delegate tion to appease both sides
stated that he believed a could be having an opmajority of delegates are tional prayer/devotion in a
in fact not Christian, which separate room before dinis another reason
ner on Thursday
to stop religious
and Friday.
activities.
That
way,
There were
those that wish to
also
delegates
attend can, while
who had many
those who do not
reasons in favor
want to do not
of keeping the re- Austin Tuttle, have to attend.
ligious aspects of
It is definitely
Co-Editor
the program.
understandable
First, the
that those who
program is sponsored by a are not Christians would
religiously affiliated orga- not want to participate in
nization, the Young Men’s prayer; however, the YMCA
Christian Association, or is in charge of the program
YMCA.
and Christianity is a core
It is no secret that part of their mission.
YMCA is a Christian orgaAlso, as long as the
nization, and so it is rea- House and Senate open
sonable to suggest that by and close with prayer, the
joining Y&G, one can as- prayers at Y&G should
sume some religious activ- continue in that respect.
ity may be involved.
Ultimately,
praying
Another reason for and other religious activallowing prayer is it paral- ity do not interfere with or
lels what is actually done distract from the goals of
in the House and Senate. the program.
The program follows closeWhat do you think?

Governor Park looks concerned upon hearing that The Observer
discovered that he failed to file his “Candidate Financial Disclosure Form” in the manner required by Y&G regulations.

Secretary of State Rushil Shukla is pictured here with bill flow
staff Samantha Mool, Joy Miller, and Emily Cotner. Shukla, like
Park, failed to file his “Campaign Financial Disclosure Form.”
still working on my form,”
Park said.
Aware that he needed
exact numbers on this form,
Park said, “Up to the very last
second of my campaign, I
gave exact numbers.”
This statement contradicts itself because of the incorrect total on Park’s form.
In fact, Park was unaware
about the incorrect total on
his financial form.
When pressed about
this issue, Park and his staff
seemed to throw their campaign manager Joey Babcock,
a legislator from Waubonsee,
under the bus.
“Oh no, why would Joey
do that? I think he misread
this total campaign. This form
is not so clear,” Park and the
team said.
Governor Park is not
the only elected official who

failed to turn in paperwork.
Secretary
of
State
Rashil Shukla is also guilty
of not turning in his financial
candidate disclosure on time.
When interviewed yesterday,
Shukla noticed on his own
that he forgot to turn in his
form by reading yesterday’s
Observer.
“I will definitely be filling
out that financial disclosure
form and handing it to the
necessary people, because I
fully believe in financial transparency,” Shukla said.
Shukla added that he
believes that honesty is what
truly makes a politicians most
memorable impression.
Although both Park and
Shukla botched their financial
forms, there is no doubt that
they are both very qualified
for their leadership positions.
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Former Governor Brooker reflects on Y&G
Ariana Miceli
Lake Park

The new youth governor may be Daniel Park of
Waubonsie Valley, but reflections of governors past
are not so far behind. Isaiah
Brooker, the former youth
governor from Naperville
North, recalled his leadership
experience.
Brooker said he enjoyed
every minute of working in
the position and all of the
work that went into it on the
front end.
Being elected was a
gratifying
accomplishment
after all of the blood, sweat,
and tears put into campaigning and speeches. Brooker re-

membered how he felt when
they announced his name as
the winner.
“Winning the election
was very great, and I felt
like I had worked very hard
for the position I possessed,”
Brooker said.
As governor, Brooker
was responsible for signing
all legislation, among other
tasks. All governors have a
different favorite aspect of
the job.
According to Brooker,
his favorite duties included
“signing and hearing bills
while also looking at the judicial aspect of things,” which
was new for him.
Every year, the youth
governor must turn over

the reins to a new delegate.
Brooker weighed in on the
election of new youth governor Daniel Park.
“[He was] the best candidate, and I’m very excited
that he won,” Brooker said.
The governor has a
great deal of power, and
Brooker believes personality
is key to obtaining that level
of respect. The candidates
need to be engaging and personable in order to appeal to
voters.
“Personality is everything. You really have to
catch the audience’s attention in everything you do, and
I think Daniel really did that
in his speech. I think that’s

partially why he ran away
with the win,” he said.
Brooker has high hopes
for Park as governor of Y&G.
“I hope that he really
connects with the people
here this weekend and signs
bills that would benefit the
people,” Brooker said.
A common question
concerning the governor is
what they do after their term.
After their term is over, some
governors continue to stay
involved with the program.
Some former youth governors, like Brooker, try to better their surroundings.
“I’m always trying to
write proposals to better our
state in the long run,” Brooker said.

Lobbyists play essential role in Y&G experience
Jamie Lamb
Lake Park

A lobbyist’s job in Y&G
may not appear to be as
glamorous as their politician
counterparts, but their role
this weekend is diverse and
essential.
Tonia Faloon-Sullivan,
from Williamsville, is the head
advisor and lobbyist coordinator and therefore knows
firsthand the importance of
the lobbyist role.
“Lobbyists work with
legislators to try to get bills
passed,” Faloon-Sullivan said.
“They get to speak in committee as witnesses, so they
represent the public’s point of
view.”
Faloon-Sullivan said a
lobbyist is not allowed to debate or vote.
“It can be frustrating for

them sometimes. But just like more limited,” Lilienthal said,
in real life, their job is to influ- adding he feels that lobbyist
ence the passage of the bill opinions are still valuable.
and be experts on the bill,”
Another lobbyist, Anthoshe said.
ny Clampit from Willowbrook,
However,
Faloon-Sul- explained his role as supportlivan added that lobbyists ing bills he finds valuable to
sometimes
the state.
have the op“I have
portunity
to
to use statisdo
special “It can be frustrating for tics to perthem sometimes”
committee
suade
the
bills that are
House, Senauthored by
ate, and then
a lobbyist but
governor
of
represented by a legislature. the program to eventually
Collin Lilienthal, a lobby- pass the bill,” Clampit said.
ist from Bradley-Bourbonnais, “It’s pretty strange not beagreed that aspects of being ing able to talk because its a
a lobbyist can be difficult.
basic right that everyone else
“I think being a lobby- enjoys, but it’s understandist is an important job, but able when you put the idea of
sometimes I get jealous of a lobbyist into perspective.”
the legislators because they
Clampit said he is lookget to talk whenever they ing forward to being a legislawant, while our speech is tor next year so he can de-

The Observer, which is distributed free of charge
to Illinois YMCA Y&G participants, is published three
times annually. Please send letters to the editors to
the press room in the Holiday Inn Express. The advisors/editors reserve the right to edit the letters for
considerations of brevity, clarity, and tastefulness.

bate and vote on bills.
Executive director of the
Lobbyists, Archit Dhar, said
“The best thing we can do is
make the lobbyists feel like
a part of this club,” he feels
that last year a lot of lobbyists “were very apathetic and
unwilling to be outspoken and
extroverted so if we promote
that, it will be more beneficial
and make them feel more part
of the club and I think thats
the best thing we can do.”
Dhar also said, “My favorite part of being a lobbyist
is lobbying for so many different types of bills. You have
the opportunity to lobby for
people and make sure that
they make friends or make
alliances with people and talk
about helping support their
bill as well and I really enjoy
doing that.”
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Banquet food gets mixed
Committee chairs get a
reviews from delegates
crash course in essential
parliamentary procedure
Katie Dugan
Lake Park

Haley Mierzejewski
Williamsville

A few lucky students
got to skip out on school a
day earlier than the rest
of the delegates for a very
specific purpose: committee
chair training.
While a day off from
school may sound nice, the
training was extensive.
“The first thing we did
was go over how parliamentary procedure works, to
know what to do if someone
amends a bill and moves
to motion,” said Ria Garg,
a committee chair from
Neuqua Valley.
Training provided committee chairs with practical
experience as well.
“We did team building
activities on Thursday, including mock sessions where
we debated some bills so we
could get practice with parliamentary procedure,” Garg
said.
Anna Kluemke, a college advisor previously from
Williamsville, explained how
the training is a continuation
of previously acquired knowledge as well.
“Committee chair training was pretty much just
them explaining the rules to
us and basically just going
over parliamentary procedure, which all of us had a
background on because we
had done it in pre-leg 1 and
2,” Kluemke said.
Tyler Giacalone, a
committee chair from Neuqua
Valley, felt there were some
definite benefits to the training.

“We had to rehearse
the bills that are currently in
our committee, so it was nice
to kind of expect what’s coming,” Giacalone said.
When asked what
her favorite part of being a committee chair was,
Kluemke said, “I really enjoyed getting a different view
of the program because you
get to see a lot of backstage
stuff when you’re committee
chair.”
Garg’s favorite part
of committee chair training
was the mock trial.
“That’s when I feel like
I really started to understand
parliamentary
procedure,
which is really cool,” Garg
said.
After being with his
fellow committee chairpersons all day, Giacalone felt
relaxed enough to have fun
during training.
“If we were trying to be
a lobbyist, we’d use a funny
voice or do all kinds of fun
things while actually learning
what we’re doing,” Giacalone
said.
Committee chairs also
shared feedback on ways to
improve the training.
“[The training could include] more advisors so you
could get more one-on-one
[time] with the advisors,”
said Sophia Pensabene, a
committee chair for Williamsville.
Giacalone
added
that he would like to see
“more movement or interactive things rather than sitting there and just doing the
same thing we’ve done this
whole weekend.”

Like most topics in politics, the delegates had a hard
time agreeing on the quality of Friday night’s banquet.
The consensus appears to be
that the food was better than
last year, but it still was not
satisfying.
“It was horrible. The
chicken was the worst part,”
said Erin Lucin, a legislative
assistant from Shepard.
Nora Klein, another legislative assistant from Stagg,
agreed.
“I thought it was a good
choice of food, but I don’t
think it tasted very good,”
Klein said.
Not all of the opinions were negative, however.
Sarah Mueller, a representative from Neuqua Valley, said, “It was pretty good,
I thought it was way better
than last year.” She added
that her favorite dish was the
cheesecake for dessert.
Rushil Shukla, the

newly elected secretary of
state from Waubonsie Valley, was very complimentary
of the beverages.
“In terms of drinks,
the lemonade was working
for me. I really liked it and I
can dig it,” Shukla said.
Affan Khalid, a
legislative assistant from
Stagg, weighed in on the
vegetarian alternative.
“The stuffed green
peppers were actually pretty good,” Khalid said. “I was
surprised, even though it
was a little on the cold and
dry side.”
Some
delegates
also empathized with the
amount of work the cooking
staff has to do each year to
feed the hundreds of students who attend.
“They worked hard
having to feed all those kids,
which is pretty good for
having to cook for so many,”
said Abby Huber, a lobbyist
from Carterville.

Delegates differ on best Y&G bills
Angelina Gervasio
Lake Park

Students from different
schools were asked to describe their favorite legislation
other than their own. The results demonstrate the quality
and varying interest of the
bills this Y&G weekend.
Bill S-B-13, pertaining to
animal health and welfare on
farms, sparked interest from
legislator Thomas McGrail of
Carmel Catholic.
“A lot of bills deal with
issues involving people; this
is the only bill I’ve heard concerning animals,” McGrail said.
McGrail is also aware of
this bill’s relevance to the legislative landscape outside of
Y&G.
“This topic has been

brought up in real legislation,
and various states have adopted regulations for it,” McGrail said.
Organ donation, mentioned in bill H-O-16, had
support from Murphysboro
legislator Josh Cowley.
“Although this is a controversial topic, I believe it is
beneficial to donate organs
to those who are in need of
them,” Cowley said.
Legislation
concerning the legalization of prostitution, such as H-O-13 and
H-B-23, had many outside
continued on page 5
DELEGATES DIFFER ON BEST
BILLS
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Y&G delegates not aligned on what to do with minimum wage
Abby Weisensee
Lake Park

In today’s economy,
the topic of minimum wage
has been a controversial one,
and many wonder whether it
should be raised, lowered, or
kept the same.
Those in favor argue
that many people cannot
support themselves off minimum wage, and some people
have families to worry about
as well. Several delegates
share these beliefs.
Abby Huber, a lobbyist from Carterville, said, “It
needs to be raised because
it’s ridiculous for a single par-

ent to have to live off minimum wage.”
Some delegates’ views
on the issue have been
shaped by personal experience.
Mira Patel, a representative from Neuqua Valley,
said, “I personally think that
the minimum wage should
be raised, because my dad
is a franchisee and has a lot
of minimum wage workers. I
see how hard they work and
how little they are paid, and it
is not enough.”
Others do not agree
with raising the minimum
wage and think that it needs

to stay the same.
Tommy Kaufmann, a
legislative assistant from
Stagg, said, “I think that the
minimum wage should stay
the same, because if it goes
up, then adults are going to
take the positions that teenagers need.”
He also believes that
minimum wage jobs are
meant for teenagers just
looking to make extra money.
“Teenagers don’t need
as much money as an adult
would, since they don’t need
to fulfill the needs of a family,
house, and rent,” Kaufmann
said.

Nora Klein, also a legislative assistant from Stagg,
believes that raising the minimum wage would discourage
job mobility and advancement.
“I believe that the minimum wage should stay the
same, because if it continues
to be raised, then people will
keep doing lower level jobs,
since they will continue to get
more money,” Klein said. “If
it stays the same, people will
strive to get better jobs and
work at a harder level to have
more money instead of just
asking for the minimum wage
to be raised.”

What is a good speech? Delegates debate
Emily Arenz
Oswego

Discussions overheard
during Y&G’s Friday opening
session uncovered a large
variety of opinions about

Delegates differ
on best bills
continued from page 4

supporters.
Julia Bollwitt, a legislator from Bradley-Bourbonnais, mentioned that the bills
“address a very mature concept for people our age.”
Caitlin Dunnett, a legislator from Naperville North,
felt the bills empower women.
“I enjoyed that the bill
focused on women’s rights
and how women now have
the opportunity to go to law
enforcement without being
afraid,” Dunnett said.
Given the number of interested comments from delegates, this year’s Y&G has a
lot of bills worth talking abou

the speeches given by the
running candidates. This revealed different perspectives
about whether a practical or
comical speech is more effective.

“A good speech should
be entertaining and capture
the attention of the audience,
a balance between the two.
But before anything there
should be that practicality

PDA is a concern for
some Y&G delegates
Gabby Spapperi
Lake Park

The subject of public
display of affection -- also
known as PDA -- can be said
to be a hot topic here at the
state’s Capitol. Some delegates find the idea as desirable as walks on the beach,
while others feel the whole
idea needs to be dumped.
Sree Kalanadhabhatta,
a legislator from Stevenson,
sees no problem with PDA.
“We need PDA,” Kalanadhabhatta said. “We need
more of it. Everyone loves
it.”
Edan Armas, a legislator from Lake Park, also

agreed that PDA is acceptable.
“If it’s kept to a certain
degree, it’s fine,” Armas said.
Secretary of State
Rushil Shukla remarked, “I
feel like love is just among
us. And when everyone is all
dressed up and looking nice,
it’s only natural that there
is going to be some attraction.”
However, not everyone
at Y&G felt positive about
the possibility of delegates
showing more interest in
their peers than the legislacontinued on page 6
PDA RAISES CONCERNS FOR
DELEGATES

in your speech,” said Daniel
Park, this year’s Y&G governor from Waubonsee Valley. “Adding comedy to the
speech allows the audience
to get to know me better and
connect with me better.”
The hilarity of a speech
helps in getting audience
members to listen, especially
in a high school setting. However, putting humor can get
mixed reviews from the audience, which can add to the
stress of writing a speech.
The jocularity of a person’s
speech could potentially tell
you something about the
candidate.
Most, if not all, speeches attempted to incorporate
viable information, but humor
was presented as well. But is
there a point where it goes
too far?
“If I was trying to give a
speech about a conflict in Israel and Pakistan, I wouldn’t
be making jokes about it”,
said Nick Bobbler, a lobbyist from Andrew. “It just depends on the subject.”
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Dress code discriminates,
argues Senator Harshaw
This raises the question, are the boys’ dress
code regulations too forSo far, multiple dress mal while the girls’ are alcode violations have been lowed more freedom with
seen
throughout
the their dressing choices?
Crowne Plaza and the CapHarshaw answered in
itol.
the affirmative.
Y&G is a business pro“The guys’ dress code
fessional environment, not is way too strict compared
a party or casual event. to the girls’. It’s confusing
According to the advisors, actually. We are required
there is a dress code in
to wear a
effect for a
clean pair of
reason, al- “It’s discrimination and dress shoes,
though some
an issue of gender
p ressed
delegates
dress pants,
equality”
feel the rea
collared
strictions
button down
are too much and are not shirt, a correct tie, and a
equal, especially the male suit jacket.
delegates.
Some of the guys
Saturday afternoon, here are wearing bow ties
Senator Tommy Harshaw which last time I checked
of Neuqua Valley was were not business attire
pulled from his Senate seat but black tie attire. It is
out into the hallway to be just as, if not less formal
told he was not following than my ascot and should
proper dress code.
therefore not be allowed,”
“Someone came in he said.
who works at the Capitol
He continued, “The
and said it was against the requirements should be
dress code to be wearing the same for the girls, us
an ascot, which it wasn’t guys are expected to look
even an ascot, and escort- like we are going into
ed me out of the Senate court. But the girls can
and told me get a tie and wear whatever they want
then I would be allowed no matter how much skin
back in,” said Harshaw.
shows or where it shows
According to the sen- and in a casual manner.
ator, this was a ridiculous If you are enforcing reeffort to enforce dress quirements for one gencode when there have der, make the same for the
been multiple opportuni- other. It’s discrimination
ties for the girls here to and an issue of gender
be reprimanded for their equality.”
violations, yet nothing has
been done.
Alena Garrett
Williamsville
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Bill group from Shepard wants
to lower drinking in IL to 18
Myisha Little
Oswego

While all 50 US states
have set their minimum
drinking age to 21, Shepard High School delegates
Andrew Herrera and Emilio
Parra believe this needs to
change.
They feel the minimum drinking age should
be lowered to 18 in Illinois
and have introduced a bill
that does just that.
Many believe that
lowering the minimum
drinking age from 21 does
not stop teen drinking, but
instead it pushes underage
binge drinking into a hiatus.
However, Alana Born,
a lobbyist from Shepard,
disagreed with this sentiment
“[Lowering the drinking age] will indeed lower
the amount of teens that
feel the need to binge
drink,” Born said. “Lowering the age to 18 will
teach college-bound adults

about safe drinking.”
  Emma Caserotti, a
lobbyist from Mt. Vernon,
also agrees on lowering
the minimum drinking age.
“It’s a better way to
ease people into it,” Caserotti said.
Caserotti said she believes if one is able to fight
for their country at age
18, they should be able to
have a drink.
The proposed bill,
S-B-20, states that only
beer and wine will be allowed at 18 years of age,
and hard liquor will continue to be allowed only at
the age of 21.
Born said that lowering the drinking age of
beer and wine in our state
will help increase student
grades, increase responsible drinking habits through
the implementation of a
course on the safe use of
alcohol, decrease binge
drinking in college-aged
students, and increase
revenue in our state.

PDA raises concerns for delegates
continued from page 5

tion.

“I don’t think it’s
appropriate,” said Christine
Czarnecki, a legislator from
Wheaton Warrenville South.
Scott Smith, a delegate from Naperville North,
agreed
“I think it’s kind of

weird,” Smith said.
While the answers
to this question varied, most
people interviewed were
against PDA and did not wish
to see it here this weekend.
“In normal situations
-- not just here -- people
shouldn’t be all over each
other,” said Kaitlyn Mayer, a
delegate from Williamsville.
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Security Legislative assistants play an important
at Capitol role in the Y&G legislative process
is a reality
for all at
Y&G
Lauren Manion
Cydne Ratliff
Williamsville

Maxwell Pearson
Alan Morgan
Sesser-Valier

Being in the Capitol is
a new experience for many
Y&G delegates, but for everyone involved, there are some
striking differences to the
rules of high school.
Some believed that Y&G
offers more freedom than the
constraints of high school life.
“The Capitol rules aren’t
as strict as high school,” said
Sarah Watts, an advisor for
Mt. Vernon.
But many students disagreed. An informal survey of
delegates indicated that they
feel the Capitol’s rules are
much stricter.
Regardless of perceptions, security plays an
important role in the Y&G
weekend at the Capitol. Joe
Tapscott, a Capitol security
guard, weighed in on the issue.
Tapscott
believed
that the Capitol would be
very different without strict
security.
“People would bring
weapons into the Capitol,”
Tapscott said. “We’re here
to protect the people of the
Capitol.”
Tapscott also noted that
the level of security depends
on the level of threat to the
continued on page 8
Y&G SECURITY

Sandburg. “We also help ing onto higher positions.
“It is my first year,
out with what is going on
and I wanted to get comThe title of legisla- in the committees.”
tive assistant (LA) may be
Many LAs view the po- fortable with the program
before I did anything at a
vague, but their role is imhigher level,” said Dylan
portant and often serves
Lockard, an LA from Os“I wanted to get
as a springboard to future
wego.
comfortable with the
leadership in Y&G.
Another LA, Connor
program.”
The most important
Ray
of Lake Park, said,
role of the LA is to assist
“I wanted to be an LA so
the legislators.
Rae Villarreal, an LA sition as a chance to gain I could learn how to be a
from Oswego, explained experience in Y&G, helping legislator.”
The LAs enjoyed
that her job is “to help out them to decide what their
hearing others’ ideas and
anyone who needs help.” future in Y&G may hold.
LAs also learn the
“I would like to get seeing everybody’s roles.
Jessica Angel, an LA
legislative process. As the experience and see what
from
Lake Park said, “I
weekend progresses, they all the positions do, so that
get more involved.
next year I can be more of really like debating and
“We make our own a participant,” said Cath- proposing my ideas. I like
bills to present within our erine Vitale, an LA from working with other people
and understanding what
own groups,” said Connor Lake Park.
Burns, an LA from Carl
Some LAs want to get they think about a particutheir feet wet before mov- lar topic.”

Bill groups work well together, survey finds
Isabella Shaw
Lake Park

The title “Youth & Government” can be quite a
mouthful when repeatedly
saying it. Abbreviating “Youth
& Government” is very popular among the delegates.
Popular abbreviations include: “YAG”, “YOGO”, Y&G”,
and the simple “Youth & Gov.”
A recent poll concluded
that 62 percent of participants use the abbreviation
“YAG.” The term “Youth &
Gov” came in second place
for most commonly used with
29 percent. Although “YAG”
was most popular, the term
“YOGO” was also well liked.
Matt Guido, a legislator from Batavia High School,
said, “I like ‘YOGO.’ It sounds

better”.
Meanwhile, Sandy Balan, a senator from Waubonsie Valley, said, “If there
was an official abbreviation, I
would prefer to use ‘Youth &
Gov.’”
Most participants use
the abbreviation their delegation prefers. Hayley Madura,
a legislator from Stagg, said,
“I prefer to use ‘YAG.’ I have
never heard of ‘YOGO.’”
Abby Weisensee, a
press member from Lake
Park, said, “Most people from
Lake Park say ‘YOGO,’ so that
is what I go by”.
Abbreviating the term
“Youth & Government” allows for a quicker and easier
reference to the program.
Even candidates used abbreviations when they gave their

campaign speeches.
Ashley Maras, chief
justice from Neuqua Valley, referred to “Youth and
Government” as “YAG” in
her campaign speech Friday
night.
Even with the abbreviations becoming more popular,
some delegations have yet to
jump on the bandwagon. Joe
Longo, a legislator from Carmel Catholic, said he wasn’t
familiar with the terms “YAG”
or “YOGO” until recently.
“I hadn’t noticed that
people used ‘YAG’ until we
came down here and people
were using it in speeches
and in campaigns. We just
called it ‘Youth & Government.’” Longo said. “If I had
to choose, I would probably
use ‘YAG.’”
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Delegates debate
favorite parts of
the big weekend
Franca Lolos
Lake Park

While most Y&G delegates are here because they
enjoy the program, opinions
vary on their favorite parts of
the weekend.
Despite its much-maligned name, one particular
Saturday evening event has
garnered popular support as
a favorite aspect of Y&G.
“I would have to say
probably
mandatory
fun
night because it gives you a
chance to meet new people,”
said Leah Roberts, a legislator from Carl Sandburg.
Michael Vivo, a lobbyist
from Neuqua Valley, agreed.
“I like mandatory fun
night because it’s fun and
enjoyable for everyone,” Vivo
said.
Edan Armas, a senator
from Lake Park, particularly
enjoys the dancing portion of
mandatory fun night.
“I think my favorite part
of the weekend has yet to
come. At approximately 8:30
tonight, I’m going to dance
my rear end completely off,”
Armas said.
Other delegates, like
Christine Czarnecki of Wheaton Warrenville South, enjoyed the more professional
aspects of the weekend.
“I like the debating in
the chambers. I think it’s very
interesting when a controversial topic comes up and
everyone just has different
opinions,” Czarnecki said.
Secretary of State Rushil
Shukla enjoyed the electionoriented aspects of Y&G.
“My favorite part of the
weekend is probably campaigning and speeches, because there’s so much excitement there,” Shukla said.
On the whole, though,
delegates seem to favor fun
during the weekend.
Jordan Henderson, a
legislator from Stagg, said
that his favorite part is “just
chillin’ with your bros in
the hotel room.” His friends
agreed.

The Observer

Where is Lt.
Gov. Carly
LeRoy?
Tommy Sagins
Williamsville

Is it true that Carly LeRoy, Lieutenant Governor,
just left?
The Observer randomly
asked delegates how they felt
about something that is not
actually true, in an homage
to a Jimmy Kimmel sketch.
The question was this:
‘How do you feel about Lieutenant Governor Carly LeRoy
leaving her position and Y&G
with no Lieutenant Governor
next year?”
Delegates provided a
variety of responses.
Priyanka Dave, a representative from Neuqua Valley,
was baffled.
“Um, I did not hear
about that,” Dave said.
Micah Weiss, a lobbyist
from Williamsville, demonstrated similar confusion.
“I had no idea,” Weiss
said.
Emily Hergert, a committee chair from Williamsville, expressed concern for
the Lieutenant Governor.
“I feel if they really
want the position in the first
place.... they should be prepared for whatever comes at
them,” Hergert said.
However, Jake Purcell, a
representative from Andrew,
was confident he had heard
the Lieutenant Governor was
leaving.
“I heard about that. I
think that was pretty bogus. I
don’t think that was the right
move for her to do,” Purcell
said.
Ahabb Fisher, a lobbyist from Williamsville, was not
fooled.
“She didn’t resign,”
Fisher said.
Responses were so varied that we have to wonder:
do the Y&G delegates really
know what is going on?
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Position of lt. governor is
questioned by delegates at
the 2015 assembly
Isabella Shaw
Lake Park

Rumor around the
Capitol this year is the idea
of eliminating the Lt. Governor position.
Some delegates believe the position is necessary.
Sandy Balan, a senator
from Waubonsie Valley High
School, said, “I don’t think
we need to eliminate the position because it’s like eliminating the vice president
position. The Lt. Governor is
like the second hand man.
The governor always needs
someone there.”
Balan added, “I think it
is an effective position.”
Having a Lt. Governor
allows participants to run
for office.
Areej Khan, a legislator from Carl Sandburg High
School, said, “I think eliminating the position in Y&G
would be terrible because it
is a position kids can run for
and put on college applications to make it seem like
you’re the man.”
Although people believe the Lt. Governor is a
necessary position, some
believe elimination would be
the right decision.
Rebecca Schumacher,
a senator from Carl Sandburg High School, said, “I
kind of agree with eliminating the position because, to
a point, the position is useless and with the minimal
jobs.”
Instead of eliminating
the position, some argue

giving the Lt. Governor more
power would strengthen the
position.
Joe Longo, a representative from Carmel Catholic
High School, said, “I think
what would be better than
eliminating the position
would be to bestow more
power and relocate some
activities to give the Lt. Governor more to do and then,
maybe, cut in other places
instead”.

Y&G
Security
continued from page 7

government. Higher threat
levels call for greater security.
Another question is
whether or not Y&G prompts
a need for more security.
Sunjith Achanta, a lobbyist from Lake Park, thought
so.
“I think there would
be more security… because
teenagers are more immature,” Achanta said.
Watts thought that increased security creates a
better experience for all.
“I think that’s why things
run so smoothly,” Watts said.
Tapscott wished everyone a safe trip home this
weekend.

